Synthes Electric Pen Drive.
Modular graphic cases.

1-, 2- and 3-level modular cases

Trays for drive units and attachments

Interchangeable and customized modules hold a variety of attachments
Electric Pen Drive System Modular Cases

Features

- Compact modular cases with lids, available in 1-level, 2-level, and 3-level sizes, for office or OR use
- Trays for Synthes 60,000 rpm and 90,000 rpm drive units and cables, with auxiliary bin available for modular insert
- Modules can be customized and labeled to provide secure storage and easy access to a range of Synthes Electric Pen Drive attachments
- Compact design for smaller footprint for use on back table
Cases

- Replacement Lid for Modular Graphic Case (690.589) fits all three cases
- Three sizes hold up to three modular trays
Electric Pen Drive System Trays and Module Inserts

- Attachment trays are designed to hold drive units, cables and attachments. Space is provided for inserting customized modules.
- Insert Tray (690.587) for Synthes 60,000 rpm drive unit, cable and finger switch. Auxiliary bin holds one module insert.
- Insert Tray (690.594) for Synthes 90,000 rpm drive unit with attached cable. Auxiliary bin also holds one module insert.
- Attachment Tray Assembly (690.588) holds up to four customized module inserts, designed to house several combinations of EPD attachments.
**Module Inserts**

- Two modular compartments can be customized to fit small or large EPD attachments
- Once customized, modules can be secured to the tray with the screws provided
- Module insert with 4 compartments (690.578) holds short and long attachments
- Module insert with 2 compartments (690.579) holds larger attachments
- Inserts are provided with dividers and screws

**Divider Inserts**

- Divider inserts snap easily into modules, and can be removed for easy adjustment
- Labels provide easy identification of parts within the modules
Electric Pen Drive System Modular Graphic Cases

Graphic Cases
- 690.586 Three Level Modular Graphic Case (includes lid)
- 690.596 Single Level Modular Graphic Case (includes lid)
- 690.597 Two Level Modular Graphic Case (includes lid)

Insert Trays
- 690.587 Insert Tray for 60,000 rpm Drive Unit
- 690.588 Attachment Tray Assembly
- 690.594 Insert Tray for 90,000 rpm Drive Unit

Modules
- 690.578 Module Insert, 4 Compartments (includes dividers and screws)
- 690.579 Module Insert, 2 Compartments (includes dividers and screws)

Also Available
- 306.763 Label Sheet for Electric Pen Drive Module
- 690.578.04 Divider Kit for Module Insert (for extra divider inserts and screws)
- 690.589 Lid for Modular Graphic Case

CMF customers add .98 to catalog number when ordering.
Note: For additional information, please refer to package insert.